
Ready, Set, Grow
Grades 1- 4

Background Information
Plants are living things that have a life cycle, create oxygen, and 
respond to the environment. Humans have a long history of using 
plants for food and medicine, to make things look beautiful (flowers), 
and to protect us by providing shade (trees). 

Like humans, plants have certain needs to survive but their needs are 
different from ours. Humans need to go find and eat food for energy. 
Plants, however, are anchored in the ground by structures called roots 
so they can’t wander to find their food like animals. Instead, plants 
soak in the sun’s energy through their leaves and use it to make their 
own food! Plants also need water and carbon dioxide from the air for 
this process. In this workshop, we will investigate the needs of plants. 
Your goal is to answer a question you have about a plant’s needs 
through an experiment. We will observe our growing plant and its life 
cycle from seed or sprout to later stages.  

The life cycle of any plant begins with the start of new life, continues 
with growth over time, and is complete when the plant can reproduce 
or create new life. This doesn’t mean the plant dies at the end of its life 
cycle. Some plants, like trees, will continue to live for many years and 
continue creating new life. 

Investigate the growth requirements of plants and 
compare their growth in different conditions through your 

own experiment and research! 



Ready, Set, Grow
Background Information Cont.
The life cycle of a seed plant, a maple tree for example, starts with new 
life growing in a seed. The seed has food stored on the inside and a 
tough seed coat on the outside to protect it as it travels long distances 
in the wind, through water, or by taking a ride on an animal’s body or in 
their poop! If the conditions in the soil are just right, the seed will start 
to grow by sprouting.  We call this part of the lifecycle germination.  
The seed needs warmth, water, and air to germinate. If the soil is too 
cold, too hot, too dry, or squished to tightly together so the seed can’t 
get air, it will not germinate.  Once a seed has sprouted, it will use the 
food stored inside to help it grow. When the sprout’s food is used up, it 
searches for more, sending its first root into the soil. 
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Ready, Set, Grow
Background Information Cont.
The shoot will continue to grow upwards until it pokes out of the soil. 
The young plant becomes a seedling when it grows its first two leaves. 
The leaves open the seed so the plant can reach the sun’s energy. The 
seedling’s leaves take in sunlight, and its roots take up nutrients and 
water from the soil. The seedling’s leaves continue to grow and its root 
branch out to form a root system. If the seedling has enough nutrients 
available and can grow a sturdy root system, it will start to thicken its 
stem, grow taller, and get ready for more leaves in the next step.
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Ready, Set, Grow
Background Information Cont.
The next step in the life cycle is the vegetative stage. This is when the 
plant forms a sturdy stem or trunk (for trees), the stem grows 
branches, and the branches grow more leaves. The root system keeps 
branching and growing too. The plant will continue to grow and branch 
in the vegetative stage until it is mature and ready to reproduce. Trees 
have a very long life cycle and spend a long time in the vegetative stage 
before they produce seeds in the next stage. Some varieties of maple 
trees take 30 – 60 years before reaching the next stage of life! 

Vegetative stage of a maple tree
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Ready, Set, Grow
Background Information Cont.
Plants get ready to produce new life in the reproductive stage. For a 
seed plant this means growing a flower that makes pollen. The pollen 
from flowers helps fertilize the plant’s reproductive parts so it can 
make seeds! For maples, the seeds are produced 30 – 60 years into the 
tree’s lifecycle. The seeds have special wings to help them sail in the 
wind and reach different locations. 

Maple Flowers Maple Seeds Maple Seeds 

Early Spring Late Spring Summer - Fall



Ready, Set, Grow
Background Information Cont.
Its important to recognize that seeds are not the only way plants 
reproduce. Some plants use special horizontal (sideways-growing) 
stems above the ground, called a stolon, or below the ground, called a
rhizome, to send up new buds or shoots that will become a new plant. 
Other plants use tiny spores, which are spread the same way as a seed 
but are much smaller and do not have a seed coat to protect them. 
Some plants only reproduce one way, but others use more than one 
method to create new plants. Strawberry plants can use seeds and 
stolons, and ferns can use rhizomes and spores. 
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Ready, Set, Grow
Background Information Cont.
You may choose to investigate the growth of a seed plant or a plant that 
reproduces other ways. Some other food-based examples that 
reproduce in other ways are potatoes, asparagus, and ginger. It’s almost 
time to design our experiment, but first, how can we tell if plants are 
healthy, meaning their needs are being met? What observations will help 
us determine the plant is healthy?

Healthy plants will continue to have new growth and their leaves should 
be an even, bright, green colour (unless the plant normally has spots or 
stripes on its leaves). Most common vegetable plants and outdoor 
flowering plants will have solid green leaves. The leaves on a healthy 
plant should be firm, not droopy, or crispy. Unhealthy plants may have 
leaves that are pale, turning yellow, or turning brown and the plant may 
have a tall and skinny stem with fewer leaves.  

We will observe plants from a seed or sprout to later stages in their life 
cycle as they grow in different conditions, with the goal of investigating 
plant needs. Different growing conditions could be in the sun or in the 
dark, plants that are being watered or not being watered, or other things 
you may want to investigate. Since our activity focuses on what a plant 
needs in order to grow and be healthy, it doesn’t matter if you choose 
plants with a short lifecycles (such as a dandelion or butter cup) or with a 
slightly longer lifecycle, like a fruit or vegetable, because we only need to 
track it’s growth and health over one month and are not tracking its 
entire life cycle. It will be difficult to answer your question if you choose a 
plant with a very long lifecycle, like a tree or bush. This is because even 
when their needs are being met, they grow slowly, so it is difficult to 
notice changes in growth over just one month. 



Ready, Set, Grow
Materials
• Permanent marker 
• Two (or more) identical containers for growing (6 is optimal) can be: 

plant pots, yogurt containers, disposable cups
• Several seeds, sprouts, or mature plant parts to regrow (examples 

below*)  

• A growing media (your choice of soil, peat moss, sphagnum moss, 
or sand)

• Small shovel or trowel for digging
• Water source (tap water or rainwater collection)
• Measuring cup

• Ruler (optional if you want to measure plant growth)

*Seeds can be harvested from a fruit or vegetable such as a bell pepper, or 
apple, or could be found outside from seed dispersing plants like dandelions. If 
you want results faster, choose sprouts like the eyes from potatoes, bean 
sprouts, or sprouting garlic and onion bulbs. You could also try to regrow 
something from a mature plant, for example, planting the bottom of a head of 
lettuce, the roots of green onions, or planting the tops of carrots (to see the 
greenery grow - not the carrot itself). 



Ready, Set, Grow
Instructions 
1. Come up with questions you want to investigate about what plants 

need in order to grow. Pick one question you want to focus on for 
this activity. Some examples are:
• Can plants grow without sunlight? 
• Can they survive without soil? 
• Can plants grow without water? 
• What type of water is best for growing plants (Fresh water or 

salt water)?
For example, my question is how does darkness affect the growth of a 
carrot top? I will observe a carrot top in the light and in the dark to see 
if the carrot in the dark can grow and if it does, I want to see if its 
growth is different from the plant in sunlight.

2. Use the observation chart on page 19 or a notepad to help you 
design and track your experiment; write down the seed or sprout 
type you planted and the date you planted it.  Use this chart to 
keep track of any changes in your plant like how much they growth 
(in cm) each week and any changes in what they look like over time 
to help you determine its health.



Ready, Set, Grow
Instructions Cont. 
3. Pick your containers for planting and poke holes in the bottom for 

water drainage, if they don’t already have them. It’s a good idea to 
have more than one container for each growing condition. Doing 
the same experiment a few times is called multiple trials, and in our 
experiment, this can be done all at once by having more than one 
container for each growing condition. Doing multiple trials is 
important so that we can make sure the results of our experiment 
were not from some random factor. Imagine if you only had one 
container for each growing condition and only planted one seed in 
each but neither sprouted? This would not help you answer your 
questions. Maybe the seed was old and dried out or maybe 
something else happened to it that we weren’t aware of. It’s not 
likely that every seed wouldn’t sprout, so you can see it‘s important 
to have more than one!



Ready, Set, Grow
Instructions Cont.
4. Using permanent (waterproof) marker, add a number or label on 

each container so you don’t mix them up. My growing conditions 
are “sunlight” and “no sunlight” so I could label my containers as 
“sunlight a, sunlight b, and sunlight c.” If you choose to have 
multiple trials you could label the containers in the same growing 
condition as “1a, 1b, and 1c” or write the growing condition 
followed by a, b, or c, like I did.

5. Fill your containers with soil, almost to the top

1a 1b
Sunlight

a
Sunlight 

b
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Instructions Cont. 
6. Poke a shallow hole in the soil and place a seed or sprout in the 

hole (if using seeds, we recommend planting 2-3 seeds in each 
container in case some don’t germinate).

7. Place the same kind of seed, sprout, or plant part in each hole and 
cover with a few cm of soil so it’s fully covered 

8. Water your soil so it is damp but not muddy. Use a measuring cup 
to make sure both containers receive the same amount of water



Ready, Set, Grow
Instructions Cont. 
9. Make sure you have designed a fair experiment; this means only 

changing one thing at a time. 
For example: If my question is “how does darkness affect the 
growth of a carrot top?”, I will want to make sure both containers 
get the same conditions except sunlight. I will use the same type/ 
size of container, the same type and amount of soil, the same type 
of sprouts for each container, and water them the same amount 
each time. The only thing I will change is that one gets sunlight and 
the other is in a dark location.

10. As soon as one plant sprouts above the ground, write down how 
many days it took to sprout above the soil and write down some 
observations. What do you notice? What does the sprout look like? 
Be patient, it could take a few days to a few weeks to see the first 
sprout, depending on what you planted.  



Ready, Set, Grow
Instructions Cont. 
11. Gather observations each week as your plants grow to help answer 

your question. Good observations will relate to your plant’s health 
and growth. Keep in mind the things described earlier that help us 
determine if a plant is healthy. Ask yourself, what do you notice? 
Has anything changed? How can you best describe what you 
noticed? For example, you could use words to describe the colors 
and textures of the leaves or draw a picture of your plants each 
week and color them. Are the leaves green? Are they firm? Are they 
pale or droopy?  Are there any changes that could be measured or 
described using numbers?  For example, you could use a ruler to 
measure how tall the plant is or measure the length of its largest 
leaves.  

12. Gather observations and information from several sources so you 
have strong evidence to answer your question. Here are some 
other ways you could gather evidence to help answer your 
question:

• Gather observations from your own controlled plant 
experiment over the next month and carry out multiple 
trials for stronger evidence to support your answer

• Observe the same type of plant growing in different 
conditions out in nature over a few weeks 

• Read the background information provided, a book or 
online article about plant growth and requirements 

• Speak with a long-time gardener or botanist (plant scientist)
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Instructions Cont. 
13. Use the table at the end of the instructions to organize the 

observations from your experiment and any other information 
you’ve gathered to help answer your question. What you observe is 
up to you, but here are some ideas: 
• Measure how tall your plants are each week to track their 

growth. Place your ruler so the edge at the 0 cm mark is 
touching the soil and hold it straight up. Check to see which cm 
line the tallest part of your plant is closest to. If your plant goes 
past its closest cm line, count how many little marks it is past 
the cm line. These marks are mm.  If my plant reached 3 tiny 
marks past the 6 cm line, it is 6 cm plus 3 mm tall (or 6.3 cm). 

• If you don’t have a ruler and want to measure plant growth, you 
can use a string. Start by holding one end of the string at the 
surface of the dirt and pull the other end straight up so it 
reaches the tallest part of your plant. This is where you will cut 
the string. You can now paste it into your observation chart and 
do this each week to see how much the plants have grown.  

• Observe color or texture differences in your plants (is one 
greener, wrinkly, or droopier than the other?) 

• Take note of when the plants transition to different stages in 
their lifecycle



Ready, Set, Grow
Instructions Cont. 
14. Compare your observations from plants in each of the two growing 

conditions and look for similarities and differences that may help 
you answer your question.  For example, do plants in one condition 
look healthier than those in the other growing condition? What 
evidence do you have for this? Did plants in one condition grow 
taller than the other or produce more leaves? What do these 
results tell you about plant needs? 

15. Once you have observed plant growth over a few weeks and were 
able to answer your question, share your results. What have you 
learned about plants and what they need to survive? Tell the 
Discovery Centre, a friend or family member. Why is this 
important? How can they use this information to help someone 
else grow a plant? You can share results on social media or 
Discovery Centre’s Ready, Set, Grow, Flip Grid 
(https://flipgrid.com/9a5e8bad)

https://flipgrid.com/9a5e8bad


Ready, Set, Grow
Things to Consider
• Remember to create a fair test by only changing one thing in your 

experiment. If you changed more than one thing, there is no way to 
know for sure which things is responsible for the differences in your 
plant’s growth 

• Taking photos of your plants each week is an easy way to track your 
observations over time. Try taking photos at the same time each 
day, use the same camera and take your photos from the same side 
or angle so it’s easier to compare the results later. You could also 
draw what you see. This is a good practice for learning science in 
older grades when you work in a laboratory.

• Does having a tall plant always mean it is healthy? What other 
observations could help you determine if a tall plant is healthy or 
not (meaning its needs are being met)? 

Questions for Reflection & Activity Extensions
• Other fun ideas to try:

• Using art supplies, create a model of the different parts of a plant or 
show the different parts of its life cycle. You could include the following 
terms: seed, sprout, root, stem, leaves, bark, flower, petals

• Create a seed bomb to spread the joy of flowers : 
https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/make-seed-bombs-earth-day-activity/

• Make your own Earth buddy or chia Pet and style their grassy hair: 
http://neatandtidyclassroom.blogspot.com/2014/05/earth-buddies.html

• https://frugalfamilyhome.com/home/diy/diy-chia-pet

https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/make-seed-bombs-earth-day-activity/
http://neatandtidyclassroom.blogspot.com/2014/05/earth-buddies.html
https://frugalfamilyhome.com/home/diy/diy-chia-pet
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My Observations Chart

Seed or sprout type planted: ______________________ Date planted: _______________

Container
label

Growing 
condition

Number of 
days to 

sprout above 
soil

Observations

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Example:

1 a
sunlight 3

• sprouted above the 
ground

• I can see a light green 
stem with a seed at the 
top

• sprout is 0.5 cm tall

• seed coat fell off 
and now my 
plant has two 
green leaves

• seedling is 1.5 cm 
tall

• plant branched 
and grew 3 
new leaves

• stem is thicker
• plant is darker 

green than 
before

• vegetative plant 
is 4 cm tall

• plant branched 
many times and 
grew 8 new 
leaves 

• plant is still a 
solid deep green 
colour

• the first leaves 
are bigger now

• plant is 7 cm 
tall


